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MEDICAL AESTHETIC TREATMENTS
Botox – Botulinum Toxin
This treatment works by weakening or relaxing the muscle stiffness in order to improve the look. Over time facial expressions leave their marks making you look older, tired or stressed, causing lines or wrinkles on the face and neck. Botox is a simple, non-surgical procedure that can dramatically reduce even your toughest wrinkles within days.

- Full face
- Face (small area)
- Neck (botox lift)
- Décolleté (neckline)

Botox for Hyperhidrosis
This treatment treats the symptoms of excessive sweating (severe primary axillary hyperhidrosis).

- Armpits
- Hands
- Feet

Hyaluronic Acid
This treatment works by producing volume under the wrinkle, which is lifted and smoothed out, adding shape to the treated area.

Mesotherapy
Mesotherapy is a noninvasive procedure with microinjections of growth factors, vitamins, minerals and amino acids into the mesoderm (the middle layer of the skin). Mesotherapy is used for:

Rejuvenating and hydrating:
- Face, neck and décolleté
- Back of hands

Smoothing and firming:
- Cellulite
- Sagging skin under arms

Nourishing, reviving and stimulating:
- Prevents hair loss in men
- Prevents hair loss and stimulates further hair growth in women
MEDICAL AESTHETIC TREATMENTS

Sculptra Poly-L-Lactic Acid
A facial injectable that gives you subtle results over time with long lasting effects, replacing lost collagen gradually. It has a volumizing effect and gives you a natural-looking appearance.

Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP) Treatments
PRP Therapy is a highly effective anti-ageing skin treatment. This safe treatment uses your own blood, separates the platelets which are enriched with growth factors and hyaluronic acid. This mixture is then re-injected into the area of concern through several ‘meso-type’ tiny injections. The benefits of this approach are the natural and self-healing effects of regenerated skin, improved skin vitality, improved sun damaged skin, and better skin hydration. This technique can be used for:
• Antiaging-Revitalizing of face, neck, décolleté, hands and vulvar area
• Scars Improvement
• Hair growth Improvement

Micro Needling (Dermaroller)
Micro Needling is a minimal invasive treatment with the use of a skin roller which provides an improvement of the skin texture. It is an excellent way to treat scars, acne scars and stretch marks. It gives skin glow and radiance.

For more information on the Medical Aesthetic Treatments and our pricing options please contact our Spa Reception.